Response to Questions

For

Request for Proposal for

Outdoor Hold Lockers

For

Pikes Peak Library District

RFP# 520-24-01

Questions

1. Will each of the four locations have the same number of lockers?
   
   We do not know the space dimensions or number of lockers yet, which is why we are seeking component pricing rather than pricing for a specific number of lockers per location.

2. How many individual hold lockers will each site require?

   We do not know the space dimensions or number of lockers yet, which is why we are seeking component pricing rather than pricing for a specific number of lockers per location.

3. For the demonstration, would it be acceptable for the vendor to give a presentation onsite and, to show functionality, either provide a video or remote into a location that has lockers?

   Vendors can utilize an offsite implementation of their locker system during the demo, as long as it is live (where we can ask them to perform a task) and not just a prerecorded video. Please bring an accurate representation of their lockers onsite so we can view the construction.

4. Could the library provide images and dimensions for the desired locker placement locations?

   The locker placement is planned to be on either a concrete or asphalt surface within 50' of our existing buildings.